Condominium Obsolescence
The Final Act or a New Beginning?

BY RONALD GARFIELD
Aging condominiums approaching obsolescence eventually require major upgrades or wholesale redevelopment. This article discusses practical considerations for condominium owners and their attorneys as they take steps to upgrade, redevelop, or sell an aging project.

Many condominium projects in Colorado were constructed in the 1960s and 1970s or earlier. Even with proper maintenance, the structures, systems, and other elements of these buildings will have degraded over time due to use and exposure to the elements. In some projects, less rigorous building codes in place 40 or 50 years ago have contributed to accelerated condominium deterioration. And in mountain communities, additional physical stress due to greater snow loads, extreme temperatures, erosion, grade changes, and unstable soils may require special structural considerations. Compounding matters, a project’s architecture may be dated and out of step with current design features, rendering it less attractive to prospective renters or buyers. For example, older projects may lack certain amenities considered important today, such as fitness centers.

Even though condominiums can rely on reserve studies to establish sinking funds for the repair or replacement of common elements, sinking funds are typically not established or adequate to cover the cost of complete demolition and replacement of physical structures. Despite such issues, many condominium projects have appreciated dramatically in value, and for some, the current value of the land alone greatly exceeds the project’s original acquisition and construction costs. Where the land’s value has significantly appreciated, it might make sense to sell the entire project rather than redevelop it. But redevelopment might create an opportunity to add additional units that could provide a welcome source of funds to offset some redevelopment costs.

This article addresses options and practical considerations condominium owners and their attorneys should consider when condominiums are at or near the end of their useful life and have reached obsolescence or are in need of major capital improvements. These considerations apply primarily to properties located in Colorado’s mountain regions; condominium projects in urban settings may present different or additional considerations that are not addressed here.

Obsolescence

The Colorado Common Interest Ownership Act (CCIOA) does not define when a project or physical structures become obsolete. CRS § 38-33.3-217(1)(a)(I) provides that for condominiums created after July 1, 1992, a project is obsolete if at least 67% of the votes allocated to units of any project decide it has become obsolete. Condominium declarations often address obsolescence. But the term “obsolete” may not be the most accurate term to describe a condominium project at the end of its useful life, whether due to the potential failure of structural elements, market conditions, or other reasons, because using obsolescence and other defined terms may limit options available to owners when they might want to de-convert or redevelop. Declarations may better plan for a condominium project’s future by addressing de-conversion and redevelopment (discussed below) and eschewing terms such as “obsolete” and “obsolescence.”

What CCIOA Tells Us

CRS § 38-33.3-218 describes processes for owners who want to sell an entire project to a developer (de-convert) and how proceeds of the sale will be distributed by the homeowners association (HOA). Even though CCIOA does not address how owners can go about demolishing an entire project and redeveloping a new project in its place, it can serve as a useful first step insofar as it contemplates a vote to terminate the condominium and a sale by the HOA to a third party or a redevelopment entity that consists of the pre-termination owners.

Planning for Obsolescence in Governing Documents

Some community documents do not address obsolescence. Condominium declarations that do address obsolescence typically require owners to formally approve a plan that includes a finding of obsolescence along with details of the owners intended design for the project’s future (Plan). Navigating through the condominium documents and obtaining owner approvals may be the easiest part of implementing the Plan. When formulating the Plan, the HOA should first obtain a cost-benefit study comparing the expected costs and expected benefits of major upgrades, complete demolition and redevelopment, and de-conversion.

Major upgrades might be more cost-effective than complete demolition and redevelopment, especially in light of current construction costs and building code requirements. Preliminary architectural plans are often necessary to obtain even a rough estimate of construction costs. In the case of demolition, the HOA should plan on owners being unable to occupy their units for at least two years. Any cost-benefit study for a Plan that contemplates adding units to the project should also consider the time and expense involved in obtaining land use entitlements. A title company should be included in early planning to provide requirements for insurable title for new units when redevelopment is complete. Finally, the study should consider additional costs such as exactions that local governmental
authorities may require (e.g., green construction, employee housing mitigation, improvements to public infrastructure), especially where the Plan includes additional density. In many communities it may be possible to have a pre-application meeting with planning staff to learn about concerns the local governmental authority may have regarding redevelopment, especially where there is an interest in added density. Informal discussions about redevelopment might initially sound promising, but a rigorous analysis may show redevelopment to be cost-prohibitive or to involve other major unforeseen obstacles.¹⁰

If a declaration contemplates de-conversion or redevelopment, the Plan allowing for de-conversion and redevelopment should allow for approval by owners without requiring lienholders’ consent. Lienholders should not be able to block the Plan’s adoption because liens will be satisfied or moved to encumber other collateral as part of the de-conversion or redevelopment process.

Where Obsolescence Issues Arise
Planning for a project’s future must take into account various factors related to the condominium’s physical structure and age and the regulatory environment.

Multiple Buildings
Condominium projects may consist of a single freestanding building or multiple buildings that operate as a single condominium regime.¹¹ Sometimes buildings are added in phases over time, which can cause earlier phases to reach obsolescence sooner than later phases. With some projects, only a single building or fewer than all buildings might want to adopt a Plan, which requires consideration of how to implement a Plan for fewer than all of the projects’ buildings. In such case, the condominium declaration may provide some guidance. Some declarations allow individual buildings within the condominium regime to separate or “de-annex” to carry out a Plan and then “re-annex” after the work is complete. If the declaration does not offer a clear path to de-annexation, the declaration may allow owners of one building to carry out major upgrades for their building. Even where de-annexation is allowed, the declaration might present other potential problems, such as rights of first refusal.

If a Plan contemplates demolition, existing mortgages on condominium units should not trigger the need to obtain lienholder consents as long as the lenders will be paid off at the time of demolition. If the lenders will not be paid off, it may be necessary to substitute other collateral for security of their liens.

Major Upgrades
Where a development’s complete demolition and reconstruction is not feasible or appropriate, condominium owners may take a more limited approach by approving upgrades or replacements that are both structural and cosmetic in nature. Examples include new roofing, new elevators, lobby upgrades, parking structure additions, new exterior siding, windows or balconies, fitness or business centers, bike and ski storage lockers, swimming pool additions or upgrades, new exterior lighting or landscaping, or other improvements intended to make the project more attractive to owners, prospective renters, and purchasers. Financing the cost of major upgrades is beyond the scope of this article but has been addressed previously by this author.¹²

Land Use Approvals
Over any period of years, the local land use regulations governing a condominium project typically become more and more onerous.¹³ For example, the land on which the project is located may have been downzoned, or the building(s) otherwise rendered nonconforming.¹⁴ Land use approvals for projects constructed 40 to 50 years ago may have been simple one-step affairs where the developer did not have to mitigate for perceived impacts like employee housing or parking or provide open space, green construction, or pedestrian amenities. And de-annexation might be considered a “subdivision” under current land use regulations, which could require additional compliance.

De-converting
As discussed earlier, de-conversion is an end-of-life scenario where owners agree to sell the entire project to a developer, take the money, and have nothing further to do with the property.¹⁵ Without regard to CCIOA, owners could individually agree to sell all their units to a developer. But CCIOA allows the HOA to serve as a vehicle for the sale, which can be beneficial because it avoids exposing individual unit owners to seller liability and provides a mechanism to establish each owner’s share of the proceeds based on relative market values.

Pre-CCIOA Regimes
Demolishing a pre-CCIOA project (i.e., created prior to July 1, 1992) and replacing it with a new building or buildings may jeopardize the redeveloped project’s status as a pre-CCIOA regime.¹⁶ This is because when a project is demolished, no units remain that typify the condominium form of ownership and its attendant common expense structure, and when the new building is constructed and divided into units, a new declaration and map would be required.¹⁷ Thus, the project likely would not retain its pre-CCIOA status. But failure to retain pre-CCIOA status should not be a deterrent to implementing a Plan for demolition and redevelopment because CCIOA is well established and there are few, if any, meaningful benefits to pre-CCIOA status. Further, the initial apprehensions about CCIOA being unduly onerous have for the most part proven to be unfounded.

Typical Players
Developers and owners are major players in implementing plans for obsolescence. Their roles in the process must be contemplated carefully.

Developers
When owners of a condominium project want to completely redevelop the project with new units, they must decide on a developer and consider the merits of forming a new development entity. If a sufficient number of owners want to remain in the project and buy back new units, a new development entity can be formed. Owners can agree to contribute their existing units to the new development entity in exchange for interests in the new development entity coupled with contracts to buy the new units upon project completion. The new development entity would be used to obtain entitlements,
secure construction financing, and procure contracts with builders, architects, and other construction professionals.

Issues surrounding the use of a new development entity include whether the new development entity will be recognized as a separate legal entity or treated as the HOA’s alter ego, and whether the new entity should be treated as the developer, declarant, or both for the purpose of allowing certain claims and enforcing specific rights by purchasers of the new units. As long as corporate formalities are adhered to, the new development entity should be recognized as a separate legal entity and treated as an unrelated third party; purchasers of new units (even those with an equity interest in the new entity who owned a pre-demolition unit) should have all rights that an unrelated buyer would have against an unrelated third party developer; and the new development entity should be treated as the declarant under the new condominium documents.

Dissenting Owners
Some existing declarations allow owners to dissent from a plan for obsolescence, which triggers a required buy-out of their condominium unit at fair market value. Such provisions may present additional challenges to implementing a Plan for obsolescence because they require dissenting owners to be paid off up-front before demolition can begin, and the HOA may lack sufficient funds for the buyout. In such cases, assuming at least 67% of the owners are in favor of the Plan, a solution might be to first amend the declaration to remove any dissenting owners’ rights.26 Pre-CCIOA declarations that have higher voting requirements have been upheld by Colorado courts where common elements are affected.27 But it would also be valid for the 67% to pass an amendment allowing the HOA to buyout the dissenting owners.28 Other Colorado cases have upheld a higher than 67% voting requirement to amend a declaration as long as such voting requirement (even if unanimous) did not violate existing law at the time the declaration was recorded.29 Alternatively, the HOA could use reserve study sinking funds to fund the buyout, though non-dissenting owners might object.

“
But failure to retain pre-CCIOA status should not be a deterrent to implementing a Plan for demolition and redevelopment because CCIOA is well established and there are few, if any, meaningful benefits to pre-CCIOA status.
"

Specific Obsolescence Issues
Plans for obsolescence must routinely consider issues relating to taxes, financing, due diligence, and construction defects.

Tax Issues
When a condominium is demolished, the individual condominium units cease to exist and should be removed from the local county assessor’s records.30 The entire post-demolition footprint of a demolished building should be revalued as a single vacant parcel with a valuation considerably less than the pre-demolition value of the individual units.

Real property in Colorado is automatically revalued every two years. Valuations are based on comparable sales in the prior two years or, absent comparable sales, other relevant data. Where real property is overvalued, owners should file a timely written protest to the county assessor.31 The assessor must issue a determination on the protest, and if the initial determination is not satisfactory, taxpayers have further recourse to the county Board of Equalization and, if necessary, yet another appeal to Colorado’s Board of Assessment Appeals. In any sale to a developer for de-converting, the parties might agree to readjust closing tax prorations when the county assessor’s reevaluation takes place.

Another consideration is whether any real estate transfer tax (RETT) may be applied by a local government authority that imposes such a tax.32 Under CCIOA, when a termination occurs “title . . . vests in the Association as trustee for the holders of all interests in the units.”33 This presents the question of whether such a vesting or transfer would trigger a RETT payment, and, if the RETT is triggered, whether an exemption would be available. If the RETT is triggered and an exemption is not available, it is unclear how the parties would determine the amount of the consideration that would be subject to the RETT.

Financing Concerns
Construction financing will most likely be necessary when a new condominium building is to be built. Typically, the collateral for the construction loan is the land, and ultimately, the finished new condominium units. But plans for obsolescence often involve many years of appreciation on the value of the land, and the lender’s as-built appraisal should consider the prices at which the new condominiums would sell,34 which may constitute sufficient collateral to obtain the new loan. Because the existing units will be demolished, they cannot serve as collateral, and a lender may insist on a first-and-only lien on the land underlying the former condominium building as well as all necessary access, utility, and other easements or rights-of-way.

As soon as possible, the HOA should commence discussions with potential lenders to resolve issues to obtain construction financing and to address issues in the redevelopment plans. For example, some or all of the units may
have liens that must be paid off (or collateral substituted) and released before units can be demolished. In such cases, the construction lender might agree to finance the cost of paying off existing loans and roll the payoff amount into a new purchase money loan based on the presumably more valuable new units.

The construction loan will also likely finance some or all of the soft costs and all hard costs associated with the demolition of the existing buildings and construction of the new buildings. Existing owners should expect to pay upfront some of the seed money for the project. Owners and the HOA would almost always prefer the loan to be a non-recourse loan based on the value of the collateral. To make the loan more attractive to a lender and to increase the likelihood of a lender approving a non-recourse loan, the owners and HOA should consider providing the lender with binding resale contracts, where existing owners have committed to buy back the new units and paid earnest money deposits that could serve as additional collateral; limited guarantees from purchasers of new units; and/or evidence that the redeveloped project will include the construction of additional units that can be sold to third parties.

Other creative financing structures may emerge as time goes by. Additional financing details are outside the scope of this article but should be a consideration in any plan for the redevelopment of an obsolete project.

**Due Diligence**

Redevelopment of older condominiums may require significant due diligence before construction plans can be finalized. For example, in older projects, asbestos or lead dating back to the original construction may be present. If a project was constructed many years ago, it is possible that no testing was performed for environmental conditions such as mine tailings or groundwater contamination. In addition to environmental conditions, soil testing for any new foundation system will also be required.

**Construction Defects**

In Colorado, negligence by construction professionals gives rise to an independent tort claim in favor of an initial buyer, and even a subsequent owner, as to latent defects. The question thus arises about the duty owed by a development entity comprising owners of the pre-demolition units where the same owners buy back new units. Such a developer likely still owes an independent duty to the purchasers of new units. Further, this independent duty would be owed by the developer, to the extent additional units are developed and sold off to buyers that were not original owners; and all other construction professionals, to purchasers of units, whether or not they were original owners. The developer entity should obtain insurance covering construction defect claims and review policy exclusions carefully to make sure coverage exists where the developer entity and purchasers of the new units are so closely related.

**Practitioner Concerns**

Condominium projects seeking to redevelop or de-convert need legal counsel to draft and adopt documents, perform due diligence, handle de-annexing buildings from multi-building projects, obtain entitlements from governmental authorities, organize development entities, contract for pre-sales, draft agreements with construction professionals, negotiate financing, prepare a condominium map, and close on the sale of the new units. Real estate practitioners must consider issues such as what representations to make in pre-sale contracts and how statutory or implied new home warranties could be enforced where the buyer and seller are interrelated.

Real estate practitioners should also be mindful of potential conflicts of interest in dealing with obsolescence. Different legal counsel may be required for the various parties involved. For example, the HOA’s interests may not be aligned with redevelopment of only one building in a multi-building project. In that case, if the owners create a separate development entity for their building, such entity will need legal counsel separate from the HOA’s legal counsel.

**Conclusion**

Given the passage of time, unforeseen market conditions, and the changing tastes of 21st-century owners, renters, and purchasers, real estate practitioners will deal with obsolescence more and more frequently.
NOTES
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